STOLEN VESSEL
1999 22’ Malibu Sunsetter LX & ‘99 Hoss trailer

- Hull: Blue (Gray/white)
- Graphics: “West Sider” gray letters on side
- Upholstery: White w/gray stripes
- Canvas: Gray
- Open Bow
- Wake Design towing tower
- 1999 Indmar V-8 Monsoon 350 hp
- Engine Sr#: IC962650
- 1999 double axle blue Hoss trailer
- Trailer VIN#: 4PFC42129X1004468
- AZ Trailer License #: K58230

Vessel Name: “Huevos Azules”

HIN #: MB2W9850B999
AZ REG #: AZ 6548 BB

LOCATION OF INCIDENT: North 81st Drive; Peoria, AZ 85382
DATE OF INCIDENT: December 1, 2002
POLICE AGENCY: Peoria Police Department (623) 773-8311
POLICE RPT #: 02-055507

REWARD $2,000.00

A reward is being offered by concerned parties for information leading to the safe return and recovery of the above vessel in an undamaged condition. Assured, relatives of assured, and employees of entity offering reward, are ineligible for reward for recovery. With any information, call collect and immediately notify your local law enforcement agency.
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